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INGEROP LAUNCHES INGEROP LIFE SCIENCES, 
AN INDEPENDENT CONSULTING FIRM 

DEDICATED TO THE PHARMACEUTICAL 

INDUSTRY. 
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Ingérop, a major player in consulting and engineering, has launched Ingérop Life Sciences, an 

independent consulting firm dedicated to the pharmaceutical industry. This entity aims to 

supports its clients in their operational and regulatory strategies, in the design and development 

of their production tools and in the implementation of their industrial projects. 

Ingérop Life Sciences positions itself as a strategic ally, capable of providing strategic advice to its 

clients. 

 

Ingérop Life Sciences, a trusted partner in the pharmaceutical industry 

Launched in early October, its objective is to provide consulting services in the earlies t stages 
of a project to support its clients in the definition and implementation of their industrial strategy, 
by its knowledge of the production methods and regulatory constraints applicable in this sector. 

Ingérop Life Sciences uses its expertise across its clients’ entire industry value chains, from 
feasibility studies to the organisation and execution of projects. The firm can also offer the 
delivery of turnkey production units.  

Ingérop Life Sciences uses its expertise across its clients’ entire industry value chains, from feasibility 

studies to organisation and execution of projects. The firm can also offer the delivery of turnkey 

production units.  

A recurring expertise for the Ingérop group 

With Ingérop Life Sciences, the Ingérop group showcases its expertise in th e pharmaceutical 
sector to better respond to the needs of its industrial clients. Initially dedicated to 
pharmaceutical industries, it is intended to develop its competencies towards industries with 
similar production constraints such as cosmetics and veterinary industries. 

For Stéphane Potin, member of Ingérop’s executive committee, responsible for the integration of 

Ingérop Life Sciences within the group: “the launch of a new agile structure which will benefit from the 

resources available across the Ingérop group enables us to be visible and legible by our clients. This 

entity is fully coherent with Ingérop’s ADN, an innovative group providing strategic advice. Our 

objective is first and foremost to bring our expertise to our clients. Ingérop Life Sciences will thus be a 

trusted partner for devising industry strategies while controlling the process.” 

www.Ingeroplifesciences.com 

 

 

http://www.ingeroplifesciences.com/


About Ingérop 

A leading player in France and with a strong international presence, Ingérop is an engineering and consulting group in sustainable mobility, 

energy transition and living environment. The group is present in all construction sectors: Building, Water, Energy, Industry, Infrastructure, 

Transportation, and Urban Development. Independent, based in Rueil-Malmaison (France), it employs nearly 2,100 employees and expects 

to generate sales of more than €246 million in 2020, including almost 30% internationally. Operating in more than 70 countries, Ingérop 

continues its steady development both in France and abroad thanks to its shareholder independence, technical expertise, capacity for 

innovation and proximity to its clients. 
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